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DirectX 9 Graphics is the most comprehensive DirectX graphics reference currently available. Unlike other titles, this unique book takes the reader from beginner to advanced level, demystifying DirectX by starting with the basics of setting up a DirectX application and finishing with the exciting intricacies of real-time 3D animation. In one single volume, this book can help DirectX programmers of all levels make cutting-edge games that sell!     

       About the Author

Alan Thorn is an experienced and well-traveled freelance programmer and games developer living in London. He frequently fulfills the roles of programmer, graphic artist, writer, and special effects expert as he delivers creative solutions to some of the largest corporations in the entertainment and leisure industry. He is also the author of DirectX 9 User Interfaces: Design and Implementation.
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The Hundred-Year Lie: How to Protect Yourself from the Chemicals That Are Destroying Your HealthPlume, 2007
In a devastating exposé in the tradition of Silent Spring and Fast Food Nation,   investigative journalist Randall Fitzgerald warns how thousands of man-made chemicals in our   food, water, medicine, and environment are making humans the most polluted species on the   planet. A century ago in 1906, when Congress enacted the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
 Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 Days differs from other OOP books in two main ways. Many classic OOP books are designed for software engineers and teach at an academic level. Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 Days presents accessible, user-friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind....
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e-Learning 2.0: Proven Practices and Emerging Technologies to Achieve Real ResultsAMACOM, 2009
 When executed well, e-learning is a powerful way for organizations to save money while providing the up-to-date training and information that will help employees perform better and more efficiently. Unfortunately, all too often, companies are finding that they’re spending a huge amount of money for less return than they...
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The Swarm: A NovelWilliam Morrow, 2006

	For more than two years, one book has taken over Germany's hardcover and paperback bestseller lists, reaching number one in Der Spiegel and setting off a frenzy in bookstores: The Swarm.


	Whales begin sinking ships. Toxic, eyeless crabs poison Long Island's water supply. The North Sea shelf collapses, killing thousands in...
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Infectious Disease InformaticsSpringer, 2009
Infectious Diseases Informatics

Edited by

Vitali Sintchenko

The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

Preface.- List of contributors.- 1Informatics for Infectious Disease Research and Control.- 2 Bioinformatics of Microbial Sequences.- 3 Mining Databases for Microbial Gene Sequences.- 4 Comparative Genomics of...
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Learning PHP Data ObjectsPackt Publishing, 2007
This book will introduce you to one of the most important extensions to PHP that are available, starting with PHP version 5.0—the PHP Data Objects, commonly known as PDO.

PHP grew in to a very popular web programming language due to its simplicity and ease of use. One of the key factors of this growing success is the built-in...
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